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This tip is presented to you by the One More Game Pickleball Club (OMG).

What’s the point of the dink? Dinking is about extending the 
game as long as possible so your opponent makes a mistake. A good 
dink forces your opponents to return awkward or difficult shots. 

It is rare to hit a game-winning dink. It can happen, but not very 
often. How you win the game with a dink is typically how your 
opponent responds to it. If they respond to it poorly, that’s when 
you take advantage of it and “put away” the ball for the win. But 
it’s not necessarily the dink that won the point. It was the dink 
that set up the opponent to make it all happen. All you have to do 
is capitalize on their mistake. 

How do I execute a good dink?

[1] Watch the ball; keep your head down:  Watch the ball 
until it hits the center of your paddle. Do not look up until 
after the ball is hit.

[2] Loosen your grip:  Players with a tight grip can lose 
sensitivity and control, both of which can lead to inconsistent 
shot-making and can cause the ball to fly off the face of 
the paddle erratically when dinking. Just by loosening your grip a bit, you have more 
sensitivity, and the ball remains on the paddle for just a fraction longer for better feel 
and consistency. On a scale of 1 to 10, your grip pressure should fall between 3 and 5 (like 
holding a bird tightly enough so it does not fly away but not so tightly that you choke it). 
Many new and intermediate players tend to hold the paddle too tightly, often falling 
between an 8 or 9.

[3] Quick footwork:  Always try and shuffle your feet a little between shots. You don't want 
to stay planted and do an extended reach if you don’t have to. Learn to shuffle laterally. 
Make this part of your warm-up; you’ll get quicker. 

[4} Square your shoulders:  Always be square to where the ball is coming from. In other 
words, your shoulders and feet should be facing in the direction of the ball on your 
opponent’s side of the net.

[5] Always keep knees bent and a slightly bent waist:  You don't want to be bobbing up 
and down. Bobbing up and down will make you pop the ball up. If you don't have the 
strength to stay at this position for ten or more dinks, it is ok to put your non-paddle 
hand on your non-paddle side just above your knee for support. 

[6] Avoid cross-stepping:  Avoid stepping across and turning your body away from play as 
this opens up weakness on one side, and it takes too much time to get back into a good 
position.

[7] Less wrist is better:  Hit with your arm, NOT with your wrist. Keep your elbow and 
paddle out in front of you. Hit the ball out in front of you. If they hit right at your feet, 
you may need to twist your wrist more to scoop it up.

[8] Flatten your paddle:  When you dink, flatten your paddle. 

[9] Dink to their feet: An effective dink is one that lands at your opponent’s feet. This 
increases the chance of your opponent making an unforced error.

[10] Once the dink game starts: Always try and stay within 6 inches of the NVZ (kitchen), 
and take the ball on the fly without letting it bounce when possible.

[11] Change it up, and dink down the middle sometimes: Dinking patterns end up cross 
court, but you can catch both opponents off guard by dinking straight down the middle.

[12] Dink shot out of the air: Standing toes to the line, reaching in and dink as it drops over 
the net (before the bounce) gives them less time and gives you more angles.

[13] Be patient: It takes patience to keep dinking and to resist the urge to try to create an 
offensive shot when none is available.

[14] Practice, practice, practice. It’s plain and simple—a lot of practice is required to 
perfect the dink shot. 

The 3 main dinking target areas are:  cross court, the sideline, and the middle.

As mentioned in Tips #10, 11, and 12, the four basic principles of pickleball are: (1) serve deep, 
(2) hit the service return deep, (3) hit a 3rd shot drop shot, and (4) dink until an opportunity 
occurs to put the ball away. This tip covers ways to improve your dink.

Watch Pickleball Channel’s 5 Steps to Winning a Dink video and 
Joe Baker’s Doubles Pickleball Strategy 201 – Dinking Strategy video.

Net

http://www.pickleballchannel.com/PB411-Dinking-101
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5gTSrUHqzU&list=PLD3-uP_CVHzFck3-DSjn9ntB6YtKmcTRH&t=0s&index=4

